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Abstract
This study aimed to validate the short-story-task (SST) based on Dodell-Feder
et al. as an instrument to quantify the ability of mentalizing and to differentiate
between non-autistic adults and autistic adults, who may have acquired rules to
interpret the actions of non-autistic individuals. Autistic (N = 32) and non-autistic
(N = 32) adult participants were asked to read “The End of Something” by Ernest
Hemingway and to answer implicit and explicit mentalizing questions, and com-
prehension questions. Furthermore, verbal and nonverbal IQ was measured and
participants were asked how much fiction they read each month. Mentalizing per-
formance was normally distributed for autistic and non-autistic participants with
autistic participants scoring in the lower third of the distribution. ROC (receiver
operator curve) analysis revealed the task to be an excellent discriminator between
autistic and non-autistic participants. A linear regression analysis identified num-
ber of books read, years of education and group as significant predictors. Overall,
the SST is a promising measure of mentalizing. On the one hand, it differentiates
among non-autistic individuals and on the other hand it is sensitive towards per-
formance differences in mentalizing among autistic adults. Implications for inter-
ventions are discussed.

Lay Summary
In this study, we investigated how well interpreting the actions of characters in a
short story (short story task) can help to identify autistic adults, as well as subtle
differences among non-autistic adults. Interpreting a character’s actions in a story
is more similar to social interaction in real life and may therefore be better suited
to identify autistic individuals who struggle with interpreting the actions of non-
autistic individuals. The short story task could differentiate between autistic and
non-autistic adults with very high accuracy. Overall, the task is a promising means
to aid diagnostic procedures for autistic adults and may aid them in receiving the
help that is needed.
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INTRODUCTION

Inferring the beliefs, desires, and intentions of another
person is one of the most crucial abilities that we possess.
In order to make social interaction possible, it is

important to understand that mental states of our conver-
sation partners influence their behavior. This ability is
commonly known as “Theory of Mind” (ToM) or “men-
talizing.” Many tasks have been developed to assess ToM
in children (Gopnik & Astington, 1988; Wimmer &
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Perner, 1983) and in autistic individuals who were shown
to perform worse on ToM tasks than non-autistic indi-
viduals (Baron-Cohen et al., 1999; Happé, 1994; White
et al., 2011). As a result, ToM has been considered a core
deficit in autism (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985; Leslie, 1987),
one that was believed to explain a majority of social
interaction problems. However, while many studies
examined whether autistic individuals struggle to infer
the mental states of non-autistic individuals, few exam-
ined the opposite relationship, namely, whether non-
autistic individuals are able to infer the mental states of
autistic individuals (Mitchell et al., 2021). Addressing this
discrepancy, Milton (2012) introduced the double empa-
thy problem, which suggests that while autistic individ-
uals struggle to infer the mental states of non-autistic
individuals, problems in social interaction also result
from being misunderstood by non-autistic individuals in
return, that is, difficulties with mentalizing go both ways.

As of now, mentalizing tasks mostly served the pur-
pose of assessing very specific inferences, for example,
false beliefs, which have been considered the critical test
for having a ToM (Baron-Cohen et al., 1986; Wimmer &
Perner, 1983) or the decoding of emotions from facial
expressions (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001, 2015; Harms
et al., 2010). However, both tasks can be solved by autis-
tic adults (Döhnel et al., 2012; Sommer et al., 2007; Spek
et al., 2010) whereas gaps in interaction style between
autistic and non-autistic adults have been shown to
increase with age, suggesting that problems with social
interaction may become worse with time (Davis &
Crompton, 2021) even if performance on existing tasks
improves. Thus, tasks that closely resemble real-life social
interaction are necessary.

The task most closely related to real life interaction is
the Faux Pas task (Baron-Cohen et al., 1999; Stone
et al., 1998). Here, everyday situations are described that
either do or do not include a social mistake. Participants
are asked whether a social mistake has occurred and to
describe it. In a study by Zalla et al. (2009), autistic
adults were able to identify social rule violations, but
could not explain why they were violations. Adding to
this, Thiébaut et al. (2016) found that autistic adults com-
monly overcompensated by identifying non-faux-pas situ-
ations as faux-pas. This discrepancy may indicate that
task performance does not index mentalizing abilities in
real life situations. In a real-life faux pas setting, individ-
uals may not be able to identify what exactly constitutes
the faux-pas. This applies to both, autistic and non-
autistic individuals. Overall, even though ToM tasks
were developed in order to identify mentalizing problems
in autistic individuals, the detection of subtle differences
between non-autistic or well compensated autistic adults
(Begeer et al., 2011; Begeer et al., 2012; Happé, 1994)
remains challenging. Furthermore, existing tasks rarely
reflect real-life problems in social interaction with non-
autistic adults, which are commonly described as burden-
ing by autistic individuals, whereas they feel more at ease

and understood when interacting with other autistic indi-
viduals (Crompton et al., 2020).

In summary, current mentalizing tasks are (1) only
able to address a subpart of mentalizing, that is, through
faux pas, (2) frequently passed by autistic adults, and
(3) rarely reflect autistic adults’ difficulties in social inter-
action. Due to the nature of the available tasks, some
well-compensated autistic adults who still struggle with
everyday social interaction may not be diagnosed and
therefore not receive the help they need, that is, interven-
tions or trainings (Padr�on et al., 2022). Already receiving
a diagnosis can greatly reduce the feeling of isolation and
provide a sense of belonging (Mitchell et al., 2021). Even
though mentalizing is not part of official diagnostic cri-
teria, difficulties with social interaction are and may be
easily underestimated through autistic adults’ compensa-
tion techniques (i.e., camouflaging; Cook et al., 2021). A
new task is needed that is easy to administer and more
sensitive for detecting subtle difficulties in mentalizing. A
more sensitive task may be able to differentiate among
non-autistic adults and help to identify autistic adults.

Dodell-Feder et al. (2013) developed the short-story
task to (1) create a measure that is sensitive to individual
differences in ToM ability, (2) includes mental states of
varying complexity, and (3) uses stimuli that are repre-
sentative of the real world. Furthermore, the social con-
text had to be used to make an appropriate mental state
inference. In the original study, participants were asked
to read “The End of Something” by Ernest Hemingway
(Dodell-Feder et al., 2013). This specific story was chosen
because Hemingway does not describe or mention the
beliefs and intentions of his protagonists but rather gives
a description of the actions only, making it suitable for a
ToM task. After reading the story, participants answered
comprehension questions as well as explicit mentalizing
questions and one implicit mentalizing question. Partici-
pants also performed other ToM measures including the
interpersonal reactivity index (IRI), a measure of individ-
ual differences in empathy (Davis, 1983) and the eyes
task (Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). Finally, the verbal and
nonverbal intelligence quotient (IQ) was measured.
Dodell-Feder et al. (2013) found an approximately nor-
mal distribution in mentalizing scores, ranging from 2 to
14 points out of 16. Comprehension was not related to
the mentalizing score; however, IQ was positively corre-
lated with better mentalizing performance. Moreover, the
results of the SST correlated well with the fiction subscale
of the IRI and the eyes task.

If the SST can be validated as a reliable instrument
for quantifying individual differences in mentalizing, the
SST may become helpful in the diagnostic process of the
autism spectrum condition (ASC). The diagnostic assess-
ment of ASC is typically a long and extensive process,
involving several appointments, and various measures
(Jones et al., 2014). Especially in autistic adults symp-
toms are more subtle and easily overlooked (Rogers
et al., 2016). In addition, most adults seeking a diagnostic
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assessment of ASC have a number of comorbidities
(Arnold et al., 2019; Tromans et al., 2018) which compli-
cates differential diagnostics (Wigham et al., 2019). Also,
female sex has been shown to reduce the likelihood of
getting diagnosed with ASC (Huang et al., 2020), proba-
bly because of autistic females’ ability to camouflage
their difficulties (Hull et al., 2020; Tubío-Fungueiriño
et al., 2021). Overall, the median age from first clinical
presentation to receiving a diagnosis of ASC has been
shown to be up to 11 years, for both, males and females
(Fusar-Poli et al., 2022), and autistic adults are com-
monly misdiagnosed (Au-Yeung et al., 2019).

Due to the complexity of the diagnostic process in
ASC, functional and valid measures are crucial. For chil-
dren, the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule –

2 (ADOS-2; Carr (2013)) and the parent-interview
Autism Diagnostic Interview - Revised (ADI-R; Lord
et al. (1994)) are considered to be the diagnostic gold
standard. However, the ADOS-2 has been shown to be
highly variable in coding among clinicians (Kamp-Becker
et al., 2018) and specificity and sensitivity are often poor
(Conner et al., 2019). For adults, the ADI-R is often not
suitable, because parents are deceased or unable to
remember the asked details. Additionally, the ADOS is
not sensitive enough to detect well compensated deficits.

Nevertheless, receiving an official diagnosis of ASC
can be a crucial turning point in the life of many autistic
individuals (Tan, 2018), often described as emotionally
relieving (Huang et al., 2020) and providing a sense of
belonging (Mitchell et al., 2021). Autistic adults struggle
to maintain jobs and are commonly overeducated for
their positions (Frank et al., 2018) due to a negative first
impression (DeBrabander et al., 2019). An official diag-
nosis of ASC has been shown to improve this impression,
in addition to elucidation of peers and colleagues
(Sasson & Morrison, 2019). Overall, receiving an accu-
rate diagnosis of ASC can be crucial for getting adequate
support and the well-being of autistic individuals, thus,
emphasizing the need for more sensitive measures. As a
majority of social interaction problems in ASC stem from
interaction with non-autistic individuals, a mentalizing-
based task that is sensitive to camouflaging may be an
important addition to the diagnostic process. Thus, even
though mentalizing is not part of official diagnostic cri-
teria, a mentalizing-based task can be a great aid in iden-
tifying autistic individuals and helping them to find their
community.

The first goal of the current study was to replicate the
results of Dodell-Feder et al. (2013) in a German non-
ASC population. The second goal was to identify
whether the SST is a good measure of performance
among autistic adults and whether it differentiates them
from non-autistic adults. Additionally, regular frequency
of fiction reading, verbal and nonverbal IQ and years in
the educational system were examined as possible perfor-
mance predictors. It was hypothesized that SST perfor-
mance would be normally distributed for non-autistic

participants, similarly to Dodell-Feder et al. (2013). For
the ASC group, it was expected that they would, on aver-
age, perform worse than the non-ASC group and have a
left-shifted distribution.

METHODS

Participants

In total, 32 autistic individuals (Mage = 30.34 years,
range = 18–55) and 32 non-autistic individuals
(Mage = 31.13 years, age range = 19–52) participated in
this study. Autistic participants were recruited over clini-
cians and mailing lists for autistic individuals and only
autistic adults with an official diagnosis of ASC were
included. Non-autistic participants were recruited over
flyers and mailing lists for employees of the clinic or the
university. Demographic information is depicted in
Table 1. All participants gave informed, written consent
and the study was approved by the ethics committee of the
University of Regensburg (Nr.16-101-0148). All partici-
pants received monetary compensation for participating.

Task and material

Participants’ nonverbal IQ was assessed with the help of
the Culture Fair Test-20 (CFT-20; Weiß, 2006) and the
nonverbal IQ was assessed with the Mehrfachwahl-
Wortschatzschatztest-B (MWT-B; Merz et al., 1975). The
CFT-20 consists of two parts with four subtests each
(continuation of series, classification, matrices and topo-
logical inference) and is conducted within a set time. The
first part consists of 56 items and the second part of
45 items. The CFT-20 has demonstrated high reliability
(r = 0.87), high internal consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.95) and high factorial validity as well as con-
struct validity in correlation with other IQ tests (r = 0.57
– r = 0.73). The MWT-B is a short 37-item test with each
item consisting of four German words. Participants have
to choose which word among the four options provided
is a real word. The MWT-B has demonstrated high reli-
ability (r = 0.94) and high validity in correlation with
other verbal IQ tests (r = 0.80–0.86). Additionally, par-
ticipants were asked about the number of fiction books
they read a month, excluding nonfiction. As answers
mostly ranged between 0–3, categories were created rang-
ing from zero books per month (0), less than one book a
month (1), between 1 and 2 books a month (2) and more
than 2 books a month (3).

For the short-story task (SST), the documented
description of the SST by Dodell-Feder et al. (2013) was
used. Participants were asked to read the German trans-
lation of “The End of Something” (translated by E.,
Horschitz-Horst, A., & Ceram, C. W.) and, as recom-
mended by Dodell-Feder et al. (2013), participants were
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asked to pay attention to the relationship between the
two characters. In the story, a couple breaks up because
the man is no longer interested in a relationship with the
woman and attempts to leave her while they fish
together. Because there are no mental state descriptions
in the story, it is well suited for mentalizing questions.

After participants read the story, they were asked to
summarize the plot of the story. If participants produced
spontaneous mental state descriptions, they received one
point, otherwise they received 0 points. Then, four com-
prehension questions, eight mentalizing questions, and
one last comprehension question were asked. On all of
these questions the participants could gain 0, 1, or
2 points, resulting in a maximum of 10 points for com-
prehension and 16 points for mentalizing. A rating of
0 points indicated no mental state reference, a rating of
1 indicated consideration of one perspective or partial
understanding of a character’s mental state, and a rating
of 2 indicated consideration of several characters’ per-
spectives and accurate mental state reasoning. Detailed
rating instructions for each question can be found in the
supplementary material S1 to the original SST (Dodell-
Feder et al., 2013). Comprehension questions were, for
example: “What does the couple see at the riverbank
while rowing to their fishing spot?” Mentalizing

questions, on the other hand, were aimed at intentions
and reasons for actions such as: “Why is Nick afraid of
looking at Majorie?” or “What does Nick mean by, ‘It’s
no fun anymore.’” The questions, along with detailed rat-
ing descriptions, were taken from Dodell-Feder et al.
(2013) and translated into German. The English version
of the questions can be found in the supplementary
material S1.

Experimental procedure

After arriving at the laboratory, participants were
informed about the experimental procedure and provided
written, informed consent. Then, participants provided
general demographic information such as age, sex, and
years of education and filled out the MWT-B and the
CFT-20 to assess IQ. Lastly, they read the short story by
Ernest Hemingway and answered 14 questions. Their
answers were audio-recorded and subsequently rated by
two independent raters. The experimenter supervising the
task served as first rater and an employee who was blind
to the status of the participants served as second rater.
Inter-rater reliability was computed using the scores
given by both raters.

TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of participants

ASC group Non-ASC group Group comparisons

Sex

Female 12 (27.50%) 15 (46.90%)

Male 20 (62.50%) 17 (53.10%) t (62) = �1.25, p = 0.108b

Age 30.34 (11.32) 31.13 (11.09) t (62) = �1.75, p = 0.042b

School typea

University 6 (18.80%) 9 (28.10%)

Gymnasium 11 (34.40%) 16 (50.00%)

Realschule 9 (28.20%) 7 (21.90%)

Hauptschule 6 (18.80%) 0 (00.00%)

Years in school 13.09 (2.97) 14.64 (4.14) t (62) = �0.28, p = 0.390b

Nonverbal IQ 116.97 (15.14) 121.17 (14.64) t (62) = �0.87, p = 0.195b

Verbal IQ 113.39 (13.62) 114.13 (14.41) t (62) = �1.76, p = 0.040b

Number of books z = �1.43, p = 0.153, d = 0.16c

Less than 1 a month 15 (34.40%) 21 (65.60%)

Between 1 and 2 a month 11 (34.30%) 7 (21.90%)

More than 3 a month 6 (18.80%) 4 (12.50%)

SST

Comprehension score 9.31 (1.12) 9.56 (0.76) z = �0.58, p = 0.561, d = 0.12c

Mentalizing score 5.44 (2.17) 9.81 (2.95) z = �5.30, p < 0.001, d = 1.75c

Spontaneous mentalizing 9 (28.00%) 9 (28.00%)

aGymnasium (higher level education, 8 to 9 years of school after 4 years of elementary school, terminating with the general university entrance qualification), realschule
(intermediate secondary school, 6 years of school after 4 years of elementary school), hauptschule (9 years of elementary school).
bEquivalence tests were performed, significance indicates equivalence.
cMann–Whitney U tests were performed to examine group differences.

JARVERS ET AL. 561
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis of the data was conducted with SPSS
28 (IBM Corp, 2021). In a first step, distributions of the
SST comprehension score, SST mentalizing score and IQ
were inspected for outliers (±3 SD of the mean). No out-
liers had to be removed. Internal reliability of the SST
was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha. The inter-rater reli-
ability of the comprehension and mentalizing scores was
assessed using Kendall’s τ correlations with the second
rating of the independent judge.

To determine the diagnostic discrimination ability of
the SST, area under the curve (AUC) receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) analyzes were performed. ROC
analysis results were interpreted with 0.50 < AUC <0.70
indicating poor discrimination, 0.70 < AUC <0.80 indi-
cating acceptable discrimination, 0.80 < AUC <0.90
indicating excellent discrimination and AUC >0.90 indi-
cating superior discrimination (Shallcross &
Ahner, 2020). Cut-off scores were chosen through a
trade-off between sensitivity and specificity.

In a second step, equivalence tests using the 2 one-
sided tests (TOST) procedure via the TOSTER package
in R (Lakens, 2013) were computed to examine matching
properties in age, sex, years of education, and IQ. A
medium sized effect size of d = 0.50 and d = �0.50 was
chosen as smaller effects were not considered to be mean-
ingful in their impact on mentalizing performance. Fur-
thermore, Norman et al. (2003) have argued that health
outcomes commonly have a minimally important differ-
ence of d = 0.50. Mann–Whitney U tests were used to
determine group differences in the number of books read
per month and in the SST variables. Subsequently, Ken-
dall’s τ correlations between the main variables were
computed in order to determine relevant control vari-
ables for a regression model. A linear regression model
predicting SST mentalizing performance was computed
with the predictors SST comprehension score, group
(ASC, non-ASC), number of books read, spontaneous
mentalizing and additional control variables chosen
through correlations. Statistical significance was defined
as p < 0.05, two-tailed for all analyzes.

RESULTS

Internal consistency and inter-rater reliability

Cronbach’s alpha was used as a measure for reliability.
The SST as a whole achieved an alpha of 0.70, which can
be considered acceptable. As there were only five items
included in the comprehension score and the intercorrela-
tion of variances was low, internal consistency was diffi-
cult to compute. However, the mentalizing score
achieved an alpha of 0.73.

SST total score ratings of the two raters correlated
significantly with an τ of 0.79 (p < 0.001). The same

applied to the SST mentalizing score (τ = 0.80,
p < 0.001). The SST comprehension score showed ceiling
effects and could therefore not be reliably used for com-
putation, however, separate questions showed correla-
tions between τ = 0.75 and τ = 0.90 (p < 0.001). For
statistical analysis, the scores of the first rater were used.

SST performance

The non-ASC group achieved a mean performance of
9.81 out of 16 points (SD = 2.95) for the mentalizing
questions and 9.56 out of 10 points (SD = 0.79) for the
SST comprehension questions. Overall, 9 out of 32 non-
autistic participants received a point for spontaneous
mentalizing. SST mentalizing was normally distributed
according to the Shapiro–Wilk test (W(32) = 0.1,
p = 171) with a minimal skew to the left (skew = 0.11,
kurtosis = �0.66). SST comprehension scores were not
normally distributed and had a strong skew to the right
(skew = �1.88, kurtosis = 2.69) with most controls per-
forming at ceiling.

The ASC group achieved a mean performance of 5.44
out of 16 points (SD = 2.17) for the SST mentalizing
questions and 9.31 out of 10 points (SD = 1.12) for the
SST comprehension questions. Overall, 9 out of 32 autis-
tic participants received a point for spontaneous menta-
lizing. SST mentalizing was normally distributed
according to the Shapiro–Wilk test (W(32) = 0.95;
p = 0.145) with a slight skew to the left (skew = 0.20,
kurtosis = �0.94). SST comprehension scores were not
normally distributed and had a strong skew to the right
(skew = �1.55, kurtosis = 1.52), showing that also the
ASC group performed at ceiling. See Figure 1 for a
detailed depiction of SST performance.

To assess the ability of the SST to differentiate
between participants in the ASC group and participants
in the non-ASC group, an ROC curve was computed for
the SST mentalizing score (see Figure 2). The model
achieved an AUC = 0.88, thereby showing excellent dis-
crimination. With a cut-off score of 8 points on the men-
talizing scale of the SST, the test would achieve a
sensitivity of 93.70% to identify a participant in the ASC
group and a specificity of 68.80%.

Group differences

To compare matching properties between the ASC and
non-ASC group, TOST paired sample t-tests were con-
ducted. The results rejected the hypothesis that the true
effect is smaller than d = �0.5 or larger than d = 0.5 for
the variables age and verbal IQ, but failed to reject the
hypothesis for the variables sex, years of education and
nonverbal IQ. Specifically, results suggested no meaning-
ful differences between the ASC group and the non-ASC
group in age and verbal IQ, but failed to confirm no

562 JARVERS ET AL.
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meaningful differences in sex, years of education and
nonverbal IQ. See Table 1 for the respective t- and p-
values.

The hypothesis whether there were differences
between the ASC and the non-ASC group in number of

books read and the SST variables were tested via Mann–
Whitney U tests, suggesting no difference in the number
of books read or the SST comprehension score, but a sig-
nificant difference in the SST mentalizing score (see
Table 1).

Comprehension
Mentalizing

0
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15

non-ASC ASC

S
S

T
 S

co
re

F I GURE 1 Raincloud plot
depicting performance on the SST
for the ASC group (on the right)
and the non-ASC group (on the
left). Performance is depicted
separately for the comprehension
scale and the mentalizing scale.
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AUC: 0.88 [95% CI: 0.80; 0.96]

F I GURE 2 Receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve for the identification of ASC versus
non-ASC individuals. The area under the curve
(AUC) result is depicted in a separate box.
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Predicting SST mentalizing performance

Kendall’s τ correlations between age, SST scores (compre-
hension, mentalizing), IQ (verbal, nonverbal), years of
education, and the number of books read were computed
in order to determine relevant control variables for the
regression model predicting mentalizing performance.
Correlations are depicted in Table 2. Overall, nonverbal
IQ and years of education were added as control variables.

Subsequently, a linear regression model was com-
puted in order to predict SST mentalizing scores with the
SST comprehension score, spontaneous mentalizing, non-
verbal IQ, years of education, number of books read, and
group (ASC, non-ASC) as predictors. The regression
model was significant (F(5,57) = 15.22, p < 0.001) and
explained a total of 57.20% of the variance in SST menta-
lizing scores. Significant predictors were group
(t = �6.76, p < 0.001), spontaneous mentalizing
(t = 2.38, p = 0.021), number of books read (t = 2.38,
p = 0.021), and years of education (t = 2.01, p = 0.049).
A depiction of the model is shown in Table 3.

DISCUSSION

The present study aimed to (1) test whether the SST
developed by Dodell-Feder et al. (2013) is feasible for
identifying subtle mentalizing differences in non-autistic
and autistic adults and (2) assess it as an additional mea-
sure for social interaction problems within the diagnostic
assessment of ASC. For this purpose, the test was

administered to 32 German non-autistic controls and
32 autistic participants. For both groups, mentalizing
scores were normally distributed with non-ASC scores
centered in the upper range of possible scores and ASC
scores centered in the lower third. None of the partici-
pants in either group achieved a full score, suggesting the
lack of a ceiling effect in the SST. Therefore, in contrast
to other currently used mentalizing measures such as the
faux pas task, the SST is able to identify individual differ-
ences among non-autistic and autistic adults. This benefit
may be due to more complex scenarios and reality-
oriented questions in the SST. As social interaction prob-
lems are bidirectional (Davis & Crompton, 2021), with
autistic individuals struggling to mentalize in regard to
non-autistic individuals and vice versa, a fiction-based
task may reveal thinking patterns that do not become
apparent in interviews or other mentalizing tasks. In
tasks such as the faux pas task, real-life scenarios are
heavily simplified and are therefore not a challenge for
non-autistic individuals (Baron-Cohen et al., 1999; Stone
et al., 1998). Also autistic adults can perform well on
faux pas scenarios by applying behavioral rules to short
dialog snippets (Thiébaut et al., 2016). In a more complex
setting with little information about non-autistic charac-
ters’ intentions and less dialogue, such behavioral rules
are not as easily applicable. Through interpreting the
actions of non-autistic fictional characters with few other
cues, the SST could therefore reveal a mismatch in social
interaction that may not become apparent otherwise.

One might argue that differences on the SST menta-
lizing score may be due to differences in comprehension,

TABLE 2 Overview of Kendall’s τ correlations

Variable 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

SST comprehension -

SST mentalizing 0.16 -

IQ (nonverbal) 0.42** 0.20* -

IQ (verbal) 0.01 0.05 0.13 -

Years of education 0.21* 0.29** 0.29** 0.24* -

Number of books read 0.10 0.09 �01 0.14 �0.01 -

Age �0.07 �0.04 .03 0.44*** 0.18 �0.04 -

*p < .05.
**p < .01.
***p < .001.

TABLE 3 Overview of the linear regression model predicting SST mentalizing

Dependent variables Predictor B SE β t p

SST mentalizing Group �4.04 0.60 �0.60 �6.77 <0.001

Spontaneous mentalizing 1.66 0.70 0.22 2.38 0.021

Number of books read 0.67 0.28 0.21 2.38 0.021

Nonverbal IQ 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.98 0.333

Years of education 0.17 0.09 0.19 2.01 0.049

Note: R2 = 0.57.
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however, both groups showed ceiling performance and
did not differ in the SST comprehension score. Further-
more, the SST comprehension score was not a significant
predictor for SST mentalizing performance, suggesting
that the SST mentalizing score is a genuine measure of
mentalizing in regard to non-autistic fictional characters.
In addition to the SST comprehension score, also the
nonverbal IQ score was not significant as a predictor of
SST mentalizing performance. This is not necessarily sur-
prising, as mentalizing in regard to non-autistic individ-
uals has been shown to be independent of IQ in ASC
(Chung et al., 2014).

In addition to measuring variation in the two groups,
the SST showed excellent performance as a discriminator
between them. The SST mentalizing score of 8 points was
chosen as a cut-off with individuals scoring below 8 points
classified as with increased likelihood of ASC and indi-
viduals scoring 8 points or above classified as non-ASC.
The cut-off resulted in a sensitivity of 93.70% and a speci-
ficity of 68.80% in identifying autistic adults. Both mea-
sures of the task fair better than the German version of
the fourth module of the ADOS-II, which showed a sen-
sitivity of 84% and a specificity of 28% for autistic adults
while using similar sample size as in the present study
(Medda et al., 2019). The task is quick to administer,
extends on self-reported social interaction difficulties and
has demonstrates good sensitivity and specificity in the
present sample. This suggests the SST to be a very prom-
ising additional measure for autism diagnostics that
should be examined further in larger samples. As the
story characters portray non-autistic individuals, inter-
preting their actions can serve as a test for interpreting
the actions of a non-autistic individual in everyday life.

The model computed to predict SST mentalizing per-
formance explained a very large portion of the variance
and identified group assignment as a crucial factor with
the ASC group showing a 4.04-points decrease in the SST
mentalizing score. However, group assignment was not
the only factor explaining a significant portion of vari-
ance in SST mentalizing performance. Additionally, the
presence of spontaneous mentalizing, the average number
of books read each month and years of education were
significant predictors. In the original study by Dodell-
Feder et al. (2013), spontaneous mentalizing was signifi-
cantly related to several other measures of mentalizing,
but no difference in performance between individuals
who showed spontaneous mentalizing and those who did
not could be observed. In the present study, showing
spontaneous mentalizing was associated with a 1.66-point
increase on the SST mentalizing score when all other var-
iables are held constant. Thus, spontaneous mentalizing
plays a role independent of group assignment. Autistic
individuals have commonly shown high performance on
explicit mentalizing tasks, but lower performance on
spontaneous mentalizing (Senju et al., 2009), however,
recent neuroimaging work suggests that also in spontane-
ous mentalizing autistic individuals cannot be

differentiated from non-autistic individuals behaviorally,
but that differences in activation patterns in the right
temporo-parietal junction are present (Nijhof
et al., 2018). In the present study, both groups did not
differ in the frequency of spontaneous mentalizing in the
SST, however, its presence appears to provide a benefit
for answering subsequent questions about mental states
of story characters.

Another important aspect was the average number of
fiction books read, suggesting that an increase in number
of books read per month resulted in an 0.67-point
increase on the SST mentalizing score independent of
group assignment and other variables. This is in accor-
dance with previous research identifying a relationship
between empathy and reading (Bal & Veltkamp, 2013;
Mar et al., 2006) and the positive effect of familiarity
with reading on mentalizing (Samur et al., 2018). For
example, Bal and Veltkamp (2013) found that increased
identification with the emotional state of a fictional char-
acter is associated with increased empathy over time.
Greater immersion in fiction and in the lives of different
characters may provide the reader with additional experi-
ence of human interaction. Furthermore, developmental
evidence suggests that exposing children to fiction books
is a significant predictor of better ToM ability, whereas
non-fiction was a negative predictor (Mar et al., 2006).
However, despite the assumption that children with ASC
prefer non-fiction books over fiction books, no difference
in book preferences could be observed (Armstrong
et al., 2019; Davidson & Ellis Weismer, 2018). As the
study was correlational, the directionality of the relation-
ship cannot be determined for sure, however, no differ-
ence between the ASC group and the non-ASC group
could be identified in reading frequency, hereby suggest-
ing that reduced mentalizing ability does not automati-
cally reflect a dislike for fiction consumption. On the one
hand, increased exposure to fiction might result in addi-
tional camouflaging for autistic individuals, thereby hid-
ing possible difficulties in everyday social interaction
through learned behaviors from books. On the other
hand, increased exposure to fiction might also result in
more experience with non-autistic interaction patterns
and therefore more experience with non-autistic behav-
iors and their interpretation. Extensive contact between
autistic and non-autistic individuals has been shown to
reduce mismatches in interaction style (Davis &
Crompton, 2021) and similar relationships may hold for
reading fiction, even if autistic individuals do not directly
participate in the interaction taking place. Thus, addi-
tional exposure to fiction books could provide a benefit
for SST performance over time, also for individuals with
ASC. This suggests that well-camouflaged autistic adults
may perform above the cutoff of the SST, resulting in a
failure to recognize them as autistic. However, the SST
appears to fair better in identifying well-camouflaged
adults than previous measures and may therefore serve as
an important addition.
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Finally, the number of years spent in education
played a significant role for the SST mentalizing score,
suggesting that each additional year spent in education
resulted in a 0.17-point increase in the SST mentalizing
score. Despite the effect being small, it may suggest a
benefit of prolonging participants’ stay in the education
system. This might be related to teaching curriculums in
schools, in which the analysis of fictional texts and the
understanding of character’s emotions and actions are an
area of focus and explained in great detail. Explanations
and analyzes of texts that are less implicit and more rule-
oriented, may provide individuals with ASC with tools to
assess the mental states of non-autistic individuals. Due
to the cross-sectional nature of the study, it is not possible
to determine whether prolonged education results in
increased mentalizing performance or vice versa. How-
ever, if longer education indeed improves mentalizing, it
would be important to introduce further support for
autistic individuals in order help them achieve higher
education. Moreover, more social experience may be
gained by a prolonged stay with same-age individuals
(Guralnick et al., 2007). Similarly to the effect observed
in regard to the number of books read, prolonged educa-
tion may provide additional experience and explanations
for non-autistic behavior that can be used for future
encounters, no matter if they are fictional or real. This in
turn may lead to a difficulty in recognizing these individ-
uals as autistic as they may score higher than the chosen
cutoff of 8 points.

The present study had several strengths, among them
the assessment of a fiction-based mentalizing task for
autistic and non-autistic individuals, the presence of two
raters for reliability measurements and the assessment of
the role of fiction and education for mentalizing perfor-
mance. Nevertheless, limitations are present. The study
has a relatively small sample and correlations with low
effect sizes might not have been identified despite their
presence in the population. However, for the main ques-
tion assessed via the linear regression model with five pre-
dictors, apriori power analyzes revealed the study to be
sufficiently powered. Nevertheless, additional work with
larger sample sizes is necessary in order to confirm the
determined cut-off of 8 points and examine whether sen-
sitivity and specificity remain high. Furthermore, in the
SST, spontaneous mentalizing was queried with a single
item only and coded dichotomously. Therefore, little var-
iance was possible on the measure and qualitative differ-
ences between the two groups could not be assessed. In
future studies, the SST may be paired with an additional
spontaneous mentalizing measure or several open ques-
tions related to the story could be posed to develop a
more versatile score. Finally, the SST only assessed men-
talizing in regard to non-autistic fictional characters.
Even though reported social interaction difficulties usu-
ally apply to interpreting the actions of non-autistic indi-
viduals, it is important to examine mentalizing from both
perspectives. Future studies should develop a short story

with autistic fictional characters and autistic communica-
tion styles, thereby measuring mentalizing in regard to
autistic individuals.

Overall, this study evaluated the SST by Dodell-Feder
et al. (2013) in a German population and investigated
how well it can identify individual differences in menta-
lizing among autistic and non-autistic adults in regard to
non-autistic fictional characters. Result identified the
SST as a reliable task to identify differences in mentaliz-
ing abilities with high sensitivity and specificity. A model
explaining variance in mentalizing performance, addi-
tionally revealed spontaneous mentalizing, number of
books read a month and years of education as predictors.
The impact of reading fiction and the potential impact of
years of education on mentalizing needs to be investi-
gated in more detail in future research.
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